To improve the performance of mobile P2P network systems, all the faulty-free peers must be able to function collaboratively. Regrettably, some peers may be untrustworthy and unwilling to cooperate with others. Some peers may even attack the network resulting in the performance degrades. For this reason, it is very important to provide a reliable protocol to detect and remove faulty peers. In the past, there have some traditional BA protocols been proposed for fault detection, in which all peers require to exchange 2 * ((n-1)/3 +1) rounds of message to collect messages; and the complexity of messages is O(n (n-1)/3*(n-1)/3
Introduction
Over the past decade, the world has witnessed an explosion in the development and deployment of new network technologies, in which, mobile Peer-to-Peer (P2P) networks have attracted much attention and have been widely deployed on the Internet for various purposes, such as file sharing networks, collaborative computing and distributed data storages etc. Fundamentally, the success of mobile P2P network systems relies on the cooperation among the peers. This means that some mobile P2P systems can serve thousands of peers with acceptable quality of service [21] with a prerequisite that all peers cooperate closely in the mobile P2P network.
Unfortunately, some peers may be unwilling to share resources with other peers in the mobile P2P network. Besides, some peers may alter messages, send corrupt data, and disseminate viruses to attack the mobile P2P network. As a result, the availability of resources will be decreased in the mobile P2P network. For improving these problems, fault diagnosis of mobile P2P network for assuring that all peers can collaborate with each other becomes an important issue. In previous studies, most researches are focused on peer selection for requesting files [11] , scheduling files for distributed system [22] and clustering peers in P2P networks [2] , [13] based on the assumption that all peers are truthfully cooperative. However, it is not reasonable to assume each peer can cooperate with others well.
According to the reason above, some approaches have been proposed to find out the uncooperative peer. Jun, Ahamad and Xu [19] designed a protocol to compute a trust level for each peer according to their behavior. Subsequently, the multicast tree can be constructed by these trustful peers. Besides, Aberer and Despotovic [7] provided a method to manage peer reputation by using a DHT-like distributed information access system. However, these protocols do not consider the influence of faulty peer. Therefore, Kamvar et al. [18] proposed a protocol to make each peer to evaluate other peers' reputations repetitively according to reports from third-party peers. However, the evaluation procedure needs to take a long time to converge the final values of reputation.
Similarly, Jin et al. [20] also proposed a historybased method for detecting faulty peers. In their research, the server can decide which peers are faulty by continuously analyzing the monitoring reports received from all peers. Essentially, this method will increase the overhead of server and it is inefficient to decide which peers are faulty according to their history reports. Besides, peers may have different behaviors at different time. In other words, peers make work incorrectly at this second, and work correctly at next moment. If these peers are determined to be faulty and then be removed, the available mobile P2P resource will be removed at the same time. This will decrease the available resources and the performance for the network. Since, these protocols still have rooms for improvement.
Besides, there also have some fault detection protocols [5] , [6] , [9] , [17] , [23] based on the Byzantine Agreement (BA) protocol [3] , [8] , [10] , [12] , [14] , [15] been proposed in a distributed system (Basically, the mobile P2P network is one kind of a distributed system. Peers in the P2P network can be seen as processors in a distributed system.). Basically, these protocols can detect the faulty processors based on the comparison among the messages which are received from other processors. Through this scheme, the detection results are more objective and correct.
Basically, the BA problem was first studied by Lamport et al. [10] , and was defined as follows:
1. There are n processors in the network system, of which (n-1)/3 processors could fail. 2. The processor communicates with each other through message exchange and the network model is a fully connected network. 3. The messages sender is always identifiable by the receiver. 4. One of the processors is chosen as the launch processor and its initial message is broadcasted to others and to itself. Based on these assumptions, all fault-free processors can agree on a common message. In addition, the protocol for solving the BA problem must meet the following requirements [3] , [4] , [8] , [10] , [12] , [14] , [15] , [16] : (Agreement): All non-faulty processors agree on a common message.
(Validity): If the source processor is fault-free and its initial message is v, then all fault-free processors must agree on the message v.
A closely related and important issue, Fault Diagnosis Agreement (FDA) [5] , [17] , [23] , [24] , [25] is also in need of review. In general, FDA can be divided into two categories: test-based approaches [24] , [25] and evidence-based approaches [5] , [17] , [23] .
In a test-based approach, a processor P a can test the condition of a processor P b unaided. However, this is impracticable, particularly in light of malicious faulty processors. The symptoms of malicious faulty processors are usually unrestrained (have unrestrained behaviors); and can hide their faulty behavior, allowing them to avoid detection. Thus, test-based approaches are not suitable for arbitrary faults.
Another kind of FDA, the evidence-based approach, primarily collects messages that have accumulated in BA protocols as evidence to detect/locate faulty processors. Since each processor can obtain the evidences about the transmission behaviors of the faulty processors from other processors, these evidences can be used to detect/locate faulty processor. It is more accurate and objective.
Upon achieving FDA, the performance and integrity of a distributed network can be guaranteed. A protocol designed for evidence-based FDA must satisfy the following conditions [5] , [17] , [23] :
(Agreement): All non-faulty peers identify the common set of faulty peers.
(Fairness): No non-faulty peer is incorrectly detected as faulty by any non-faulty peer.
In the past, there have some evidence-based FDA protocols been proposed [5] , [17] , [23] . These protocols can make each processor agree on a common set of faulty processors. The amount of the faulty processors that can be detected out is maximal. Unfortunately, all processors need to run 2*((n-1)/3+1) rounds (The term "round" presents the interval of message exchange between any pair of peers [10] ) of message exchange, and the message complexity of previous protocols [5] , [9] , [23] is O(n (n-1)/3)*(n-1)/3 ). This is not suitable for mobile P2P network, because the P2P network may exist millions of peers and will generate a large number of transmission overhead. Furthermore, each peer can move around different mobile P2P networks at any time. The previous protocols [5] , [9] , [23] can only find out the faulty peers under a static or well-defined network environment, such as fully connected network, broadcast network and so on.
Therefore, the Fault Detection Protocol for mobile P2P networks (FDP2P) is proposed to determine whether peers are faulty. The FDP2P protocol can detect/locate the maximum number of faulty peers by using three rounds of message exchange. It is far superior to previous works [5] , [9] , [23] . Besides, the message complexity of FDP2P is O(n 2 ). It is less than previous works [5] , [9] , [23] (The message complexity of previous works is O(n
)). Furthermore, we also consider the mobility issue into FDP2P. To sum up, FDP2P can find out the faulty peers with constant rounds of message exchange even when there have some peers moving around the network. Thus the FDP2P protocol has higher performance than previous works [5] , [9] , [17] , [23] .
The remainder of this study is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the assumptions and concepts of the proposed protocol. Section 3 presents the detail of the proposed protocol. An example is given in Section 4. Section 5 presents the correctness and complexity. Finally, Section 6 provides the conclusion. sent by the faulty peers, will not be agreed by (n-(n-1)/3) number of peers. Deservedly, the frequency of these peers in NFLP will be less than (n-(n-1)/3). Hence, these peers will be defined as faulty peers.
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Whether there have peers immigrate into or
emigrate from the network, the protocol is valid only when the total number of faulty peers in the mobile P2P network is less than or equal to (n-1)/3
According to the previous fault detection protocols [5] , [9] , [17] , [23] , the tolerable number of faulty processors is (n-1)/3. When the total number of faulty processors exceeds the limit, the faulty-free processors cannot decide which processors are faulty. This means that when the total number of faulty peers exceeds this bound, then there may have some faultfree peers been defined as faulty peers. Furthermore, there may also have the condition that the peers cannot be decided as faulty or fault-free peers. In other words, FDP2P is valid only when the total number of faulty peers is less than or equal to (n-1)/3, even when there have peers moving around the mobile P2P network.
The proposed protocol: FDP2P
In this section, the FDP2P protocol is invoked to detect/locate common set of faulty peers in an n-peers mobile P2P network within three rounds of message exchange. There are three phases in FDP2P, the message exchange phase, the fault detection phase and the reorganize phase. Each each faulty-free peer executes the same protocol FDP2P simultaneously.
Basically, the procedure of FDP2P is stated in below. Moreover, the details of protocol FDP2P are described as Fig. 2 . 
Message Exchange Phase:
In this phase, three rounds of message exchange are collected and stored into each peer's ms-tree.
Furthermore, all peers can move around the network during message exchange phase. In order to construct a correct ms-tree, there have two cases (peer immigrate into the network and peer emigrate from the network) must be considered.
Case 1: New peer immigrates into the network:
If a new peer immigrates into the network before the second round of the message exchange, the source peer must send its initial value to this new peer. The new peer must store the received value into the root of their ms-tree.
If a new peer immigrates into the network before the third round of message exchange, the source peers must send its initial value to the new peers. Besides, the other peers who are in the network originally must send their values in the second level of their ms-tree to this new peer. After that, this new peer must take the majority values on the received values, and then store the majority values into the root and second level of their ms-tree. The new peer must also send the values in the root and the second level of the ms-tree to others.
Case 2: Peer emigrates from the network:
If a peer emigrates from the network, the remaining peers only need to delete the message received from the left peers.
Fault Detection Phase:
In the fault detection phase, each peer must decide which peers are faulty by comparing the messages sent from all peers by using the conditions described in Section 2.
Reorganization Phase:
After finding out the faulty peers, all faulty-free peers can remove the faulty peers and reorganize the network topology. Since there have no faulty peers in the network, all the fault-free peers can get correct resources with better performance. In other words, the performance of network and correctness can be enhanced without the influence caused by the faulty peers at the same time.
To sum up, previous works [5] , [9] , [17] , [23] require 2*((n-1)/3+1) rounds of message exchange, however, in FDP2P, all peers only need to run three rounds of message exchange. The message complexity of FDP2P is O(n 2 ) and is more efficient even if the number of peers is getting larger. Furthermore, the transmission time can be reduced when the rounds of message exchange are decreased. For example, there is a 1000-peers mobile P2P network, and each peer has 2Mb download rate per second. The time complexity for transmitting the messages in previous protocols is O( (1000 333*333 )/2Mb) seconds. In opposition to the previous protocols, the time complexity of the FDP2P is O(1000 2 /2Mb) seconds. FDP2P also considers the mobility issue of peers. Namely, FDP2P can detect/locate the faulty peers even when there have some peers immigrating or emigrating from the network. Hence, FDP2P is more efficient than previous protocols. The comparison results are shown in Table 1 . 
An example of implementing FDP2P
In this section, an example including ten peers is shown in Fig. 3 to illustrate how to detect and locate the faulty peers by three rounds of message exchange with FDP2P. In this example, we assume the peer a as the faulty source peer, which sends different values to all peers. Besides, peers b and c are also assumed to be faulty peers in Fig. 3(a) . For checking the validity of FDP2P, a worst case scenario (the number of 0 and 1 are almost the same) is designed and the transmission behavior of the faulty peers is shown in Fig. 3(b) .
At the beginning of the protocol, the source peer a broadcasts its initial value to all pees in the first round of the message exchange phase. Unfortunately, the source peer a is a faulty peer; it sends different values 0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0 to peers d, e, f, g, h, i, and j. Here, each faulty-free peer stores the received value in the root of its ms-tree in the first round, and the results are shown in Fig. 3(c) . However, the results of faulty peers do not need to be discussed because the goal of the protocol is to make all faulty-free peers to obtain a common set of faulty peers. Hence, this example only shows the results of faulty-free peers.
Before the start of the second round of message exchange phase, peer k wants to immigrate into the P2P network. The source peer a must send its initial value to peer k first. After receiving the value 1 from peer a, peer k must store the value into the root of its ms-tree, and then continue to execute the protocol. The result is shown in Fig. 3(d) .
In the second round of the message exchange phase, each peer exchanges the received value from first round of message exchange phase with all peers. Similarly, the received messages are stored in second level of their ms-tree. The results are shown in Fig.  3(e) . Now, we assume that peer f wants to emigrate from the mobile P2P network. Here, the ms-tree of peer f will be deleted automatically. Similarly, all peers need to delete the value v(af) received from peer f, and the results are shown in Fig. 3(f) . Fig. 3(i) . 
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The correctness and complexity
In the first subsection, we will prove the correctness of the proposed protocol FDP2P. The complexity is proven in Section 5.2.
The correctness of FDP2P
Here, the correctness of FDP2P can be proved by considering the following requirements:
(Agreement'): Root s is common.
(Fairness'): No faulty-free peer is incorrectly detected as faulty by any non-faulty peer.
Before analyzing the protocol, several terms must be defined.
A vertex  is called common [1] if each faulty-free peer computes the same value for . In other words, the values stored in vertex  of each faulty-free peer's ms-tree are identical to all peers, if the values are sent from the faulty-free peers.
To prove that the vertex is common, the term common frontier [1] is defined as: when every root-toleaf path of the ms-tree contains a common vertex, then the collection of the common vertices forms a common frontier. In other words, every faulty-free peer has the same messages collected in the common frontier if a common frontier exists in a faulty-free peer's ms-tree. The above concepts can be used to prove the correctness of the proposed protocol FDP2P.
The term correct vertex is defined as follows:
vertex i of a tree is a correct vertex if peer i is faultyfree. For instance, vertices v(ad), …, v(ak) in Fig. 3 (e) are correct because peers d, …, and k are faulty-free.
The following lemmas, corollary and theorem are used to prove the correctness of FDP2P.
Lemma 1:
All correct vertices of the ms-tree are common. ▼Proof. In the Fault Detection phase, there are no repeatable vertices in the ms-tree obtained by deleting the repeating vertices. At the second and third levels, the correct vertex  has at least n-1 children in which at least n-(n-1)/3 children are correct. The values, which are stored within these n-(n-1)/3 correct vertices, will be the same. The correct vertex  is common in the ms-tree, if the level of  is less than or equal to three. Thus, all correct vertices of the ms-tree are common. ▲ Lemma 2: A common frontier does exist in the mstree. ▼Proof. There are three vertices along each rootto-leaf path of the ms-tree at any time, in which the root is labeled by the source name, and the others are labeled by a sequence of peers' names. Since at most (n-1)/3 peers can fail, at least one vertex is correct along each root-to-leaf path of the ms-tree. By lemma 1, the correct vertex is common, and a common frontier exists in each faulty-free peer's ms-tree. ▲ If the peer is faulty-free, it will send identical value to other peers. Since there have at least n-(n-1)/3 faulty-free peers, the majority value of the faulty-free peers will be equal to the value sent by the faulty-free sender. In other words, there will have at least n-(n-1)/3 faulty-free peers agree that the sender is faulty-free. Hence, no faulty-free peers will be treated as faulty peers. The theorem is proved. ▲
The complexity of FDP2P
The complexity of the protocol is evaluated in terms of 1) the number of rounds about message exchange, 2) the number of allowable faulty peers and 3) the message complexity of the FDP2P protocol.
Theorem 3: FDP2P requires only three rounds of message exchanges to detect/locate the faulty peers in the mobile P2P network. ▼Proof. In the second round of the message exchange phase, the values are sent and received correctly by other n-(n-1)/3 faulty-free peers if the sending peers are faulty-free. All these correct values are sent in the third round of the message exchange phase. Then, these three level ms-trees can be used to determine the faulty peers. Here, they have (n-1) vertices in the second level of the ms-tree. Thus, there will be (n-1) NFLP x (1≤ x ≤ (n-1)). If the frequency of the peer x appearing in all NFLPs is less than n-(n-1)/3, there has less than n-(n-1)/3 peers believe that peer x is faulty-free. Furthermore, based on Theorem 2, the protocol can solve the fault detection problem. Hence, three rounds of message exchange can solve the fault detection problem in the mobile P2P network. ▲ Theorem 4: FDP2P can solve the fault detection problem by using three rounds of message exchanges, which is the minimum ▼Proof. The number of messages is insufficient to find out the faulty peers within one round of message exchange because the source peer may be faulty. The source faulty peer may send 0's and 1's at the same frequency. It is impossible to determine the faulty peers within two rounds of message exchange if the number of peers is large. Furthermore, based on Theorem 3, FDP2P can solve the fault detection problem utilizing the concept of non-faulty like set in three rounds of message exchange without regard to the number of peers. Hence, three rounds of message exchange is the minimum. ▲
Theorem 5:
The number of allowable faulty peers is (n-1)/3 in FDP2P protocol, which is the maximum. ▼Proof. If the faulty peers exceed n/2 , then all may send different values to each peer. Faulty-free peers cannot obtain the common vertices or frontier. Thus, the protocol cannot be certain that all faulty-free peers can find out the faulty peers. If the total number of faulty peers is equal to n/2, and n is an even number, then the number of 0's and 1's in the second level may be equal after applying the VOTE function. Under such conditions, all faulty-free peers cannot obtain a common value. Furthermore, according to the assumptions and constraints of the BA problem, the allowable component is peer only, and the faulty peers cannot exceed (n-1)/3. These are identical to our constraints. Thus, the total number of allowable faulty peers is (n-1)/3 in FDP2P. ▲ Theorem 6: The message complexity is O(n 2 ). ▼Proof. In the first round of the message exchange phase, the source peer will send its initial value. Hence, one message must be generated. In the second round of the message exchange phase, all peers must send the received value during the first round of message exchange, and n messages must be generated. In the third round, n*n messages must be generated. Therefore, the total quantity of messages to be generated during the execution of FDP2P is (1 + n + n*n). The message complexity is O(n 2 ). ▲
3. Conclusions
In previous studies [9] , [11] , [20] of mobile P2P networks, most proposed protocols usually assume that peers are cooperative. Unfortunately, some peers may be un-cooperative or perform some transgression to crash and decrease the efficiency of the network systems in practice. As a result, it is important to detect faulty peers for the mobile P2P network, in which peers can immigrate into or emigrate from the network at any time.
There have some protocols [5] , [9] , [17] , [23] been proposed to detect/locate the faulty processors based on BA problem protocol. However, these protocols require 2 * ((n-1)/3+1) rounds of message exchange and the message complexity is O(n (n-1)/3)*(n-1)/3 ). These protocols [5] , [9] , [17] , [23] also do not concern the mobility issue. Hence, these protocols are not suitable and not efficient for the mobile P2P network in which there exits millions of peers, and peers can move around the network at any time.
In this study, we proposed a novel protocol called FDP2P to detect the faulty peers using three rounds of message exchange only, and the complexity of message can be reduced to O(n 2 ). With less rounds of message exchange, fewer amounts of messages will be generated during executing FDP2P. This can help for saving the storage. In other words, the protocol has less overhead than previous works. Furthermore, the mobility issue is also been considered in FDP2P. Hence, FDP2P is superior to previous studies [5] , [9] , [17] , [23] .
